
Dear Parents, 

This week’s Feeling Lesson covered the concept of Silly. Kids often express happiness by being silly. Silly 
feelings are typically loud, active, and physical.  Let’s face it, silly feelings can be frustrating and embarrassing 
for parents because they often come at times that are not convenient or appropriate.  Our saying at school 
to help your child make good choices about when, where, and how to manage silly feelings is: For silly to be 
fun, it has to be fun for everyone.  This communication expression helps children understand that it is not 
kind or acceptable to be silly at someone else’s expense!

There are some gender differences we need to think about when we consider the feeling silly:

BOYS: 
Silly, rough-and-tumble play is a way for many boys to express, “I like you.  Let’s be friends.”  Silliness or silly 
voices can help boys guard against social rejection.  If someone rejects a boy when he is being silly, he can 
save face and say, “I was just being silly.”  Some boys are willing to get in trouble for being silly because they 
get satisfaction and a boost in self-esteem by entertaining their peers.  Unfortunately, boys will often use 
silliness to cover up uncomfortable feelings like fear, embarrassment or sadness.

GIRLS:  
Girls often use baby voices as a way to find their own inner voices.  Silly voices also can help girls guard 
against social rejection.  If someone rejects a girl when she is silly, she can save face and say, “I was just kidding.”  
Girls do not usually show long periods of silliness the way boys do.  Boys often don’t understand why girls 
quickly change from “I like this game” to “I’m done with this game.”  And, boys often get in trouble after 
playing too silly or rough with girls who initially gave signals they were having fun, but then all of a sudden 
say, “I’m telling.”

I hope the following suggestions will support you as you guide your child to learn to understand and manage 
silly feelings in positive ways.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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Connect with family members at dinner to highlight silliness.  Ask your family members to share the way 
they handle this feeling.  Older children may prefer to use the words: wild, crazy or hyper.  Ask how they 
honor people they admire who have a good sense of humor with both content and timing.
• Share stories from your day that were silly moments.
• Talk about silly moods.  What can get you in an overly silly mood?  What are things you have to stay 

aware of so that you do not accidently get inappropriate or annoy others?
• Create a family secret signal you can give each other if you feel a family member is getting overly silly.
• Share ideas about what you can say or do when someone is overly silly and you feel annoyed or 

bothered. Remember that fewer words, a positive tone of voice and facial expression will make 
whatever you say be more easily accepted.

• Discuss people you admire who have a good sense of humor.  Why does their humor work?  How does 
this humor and silliness make people feel?

Communicate with family members to share tips and strategies for managing overly silly behavior or hyper 
communication.  Here are strategies you can use with your child if they get overly silly or hyper: 
• Make friendly eye contact and simply nod your head to say, “No, please stop.”  (This is done with a 

positive facial expression that would not shame.)
• Call your child’s name and simply say, “It’s a little too much.”  Say, “Thanks” to acknowledge that they were 

able to tone down the silliness.
• Change the action. Suggest something else to do.
• Prompt your child to name it and apologize if necessary. Say, “You can say, ‘Sorry, I am in a silly/hyper 

mood.’”
• Prompt your child to catch themself and re-do the moment. Say, “Oops, that’s too silly. Try that

again.”                               

Create practice sessions away from the emotion so your child can rehearse the strategies above.  Parents 
can model the strategies first and then reverse roles to give your child practice imitating your helpful 
communication model.

Commit as a family to practice enjoying silly feelings.  Parents can often spend more time teaching and 
correcting their children and they forget to just be playful.  Create a silly supper night.  Eat silly food, use 
silly voices, tell silly stores, be silly!  Let your child take the lead because we all know that they are the 
experts on being silly!
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Tips and Strategies to Try at Home
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